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s u m m a r y

Own mother's milk is the first choice in feeding preterm infants and provides multiple short- and long-
term benefits. When it is unavailable, donor human milk is recommended as the first alternative. Donor
milk undergoes processing (i.e. pasteurization) to reduce bacteriological and viral contaminants but
influences its bioactive properties with potentially fewer benefits than raw milk. However, there is no
clinical evidence of health benefit of raw compared to pasteurized human milk, and donor milk main-
tains documented advantages compared to formula. Nutrient content of donor and own mother's milk
fails to meet the requirements of preterm infants. Adequate fortification is necessary to provide optimal
growth. There are significant challenges in providing donor milk for premature infants; therefore, spe-
cific clinical guidelines for human milk banks and donor milk use in the neonatal intensive care unit
should be applied and research should focus on innovative solutions to process human milk while
preserving its immunological and nutritional components. In addition, milk banks are not the only in-
strument to collect, process and store donor milk but represent an excellent tool for breastfeeding
promotion.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Human milk (HM) is the gold standard to provide nutritional
support for all healthy and sick newborn infants including the very
low birth weight (VLBW) infant (<1500 g) [1]. It contains nutrients
necessary for infant's growth but also numerous bioactive factors
contributing to beneficial effects on gastrointestinal maturation [2],
host defence, infection [3e6], cardiovascular risks [7], metabolic
disease [7] neurodevelopmental outcome [8,9] as well as in infant's
and mother's psychological well-being. Several studies in preterm
infants have reported short- and long-term benefits of HM
compared with preterm formula [4,8e10]. Due to the specific
mother and infant dyad, own mother's milk (OMM) should always
be the first choice in preterm infants [1,11]. Unfortunately, mothers
of preterm infants are less likely to initiate milk expression, sustain
lactation and to provide full OMM soon after birth, suggesting that
donor milk (DM) and HM banks are necessary to provide an
exclusive HM diet in VLBW infants during their first weeks of life
[1,12]. Therefore, the use of DM is increasing in the NICU and the
number of HM banks is growing worldwide [13e15]. DM is
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collected and distributed following standards similar to blood
donation and is generally pasteurized [15e17]. As with OMM, DM
needs to be fortified to provide the high nutritional requirements,
to reduce cumulative nutritional deficits and promote optimal
growth in VLBW infants. Although storage, processing and
pasteurization could reduce the nutritional value of DM and alter
some of the immune components found in HM [18], beneficial
health outcomes are also reported in preterm infants fed with DM
compared with those fed formula [19]. However, it is unclear
whether the use of pasteurized OMM or of DM confers the same
clinical health benefits as does raw OMM.
2. Clinical benefits of donor milk

2.1. Necrotizing enterocolitis

Donor milk is widely used to prevent necrotizing enterocolitis
(NEC) for vulnerable premature infants when OMM is unavailable
[1]. Both older and more recent studies suggest that DM is as effi-
cacious in preventing NEC in preterm infants [14,20,21]. Many
observational studies suggest that the incidence of NEC is HM dose-
dependent in premature infants [10,22]. A recent meta-analysis of
data from six trials found a statistically significantly higher inci-
dence of NEC (twice the risk) and feeding intolerance (Risk Ratio:
4.92) in the formula-fed group compared to HM groups. It has been
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estimated that one extra case of NEC will occur in every 25 preterm
infants who receive formula. This beneficial effect exists evenwhen
DM is given as supplement to OMM rather than as a sole diet and
also when DM is fortified [19]. However, the specific effect of HM
fortification on the incidence of NEC is still controversial. In a
randomized control trial (RCT), Lucas et al. showed a small but not
significant increase in NEC in preterm infants fed fortified HM
(5.8%) compared to unfortified HM (2.2%) [23]. From that study, it
has been speculated that a bovine protein diet may be associated
with higher intestinal inflammation and permeability and that the
use of bovine-derived HMF may be inadequate to protect infants
against NEC. Thus, in two recent RCTs, an exclusive HM diet exempt
from bovine-based formula (DM or OMM fortified with DM forti-
fier) has been reported to significantly reduce the incidence of NEC
compared with an exclusive bovine based formula (3% versus 21%,
p¼0.04) [21] or a bovine-derived fortifier (6% versus 15.9%, p¼0.02)
[24]. However, in these prospective randomized trials the bovine-
based cohorts had higher NEC rates (16% and 21%) than in many
units using bovine fortifier and formula (3% and 6%) [25]. In our
country between 2010 and 2015, the national rate of NEC in 8402
preterm infants at <32 weeks or <1500 g, fed HM supplemented by
bovine-derived fortifier or fed preterm formula, is 4.4% (NICAUDIT,
Belgian network), suggesting that the results of these trials should
be interpreted with caution.

Similarly, it has also been suggested inoneRCT that pasteurization
by itself does not increase significantly the incidence of NEC � Bell's
stage 2 in preterm infants�32weeks and�1500 g fed OMM (13/151,
8% raw OMM versus 9/152, 5% in pasteurized OMM; P ¼ 0.39) [26].
Similarly, in California NICUs it has been suggested that the increased
availability of DM over time has been associated with a significant
reduction in NEC incidence [14]. More recently, it has been suggested
that the introduction of preterm formula or DM as OMM supple-
mentation during the first 10 days of life does not increase signifi-
cantly the incidence of NEC in VLBW infants (8.9% versus 9.3%;
P ¼ 0.95) but that the provision of OMM >50% of the intake tends to
improve the event-free survival rate in both groups [27].

These studies suggest that DM could be as effective as OMM in
reducing the incidence of NEC but that the use of bovine-based
fortifier or formula could be a major risk factor for NEC in VLBW
infants, and that further studies are still required to determine
whether raw OMM, pasteurized OMM or DM offers any advantage
against NEC.

2.2. Infection

Human milk is not sterile and represents a complex ecosystem
with a large diversity of bacteria reflecting mother's biotope [28].
HM is known to be colonized by non-pathogenic bacterial flora
with a majority of bifidobacteria, promoting development of in-
fant's healthy gut microbiota. These bacteria could protect the in-
fants against infections and contribute, among other functions, to
the maturation of the immune system. However, HM may also
contain potentially pathogenic bacteria species [29,30]. The
expression, collection, storage and transport of HM may introduce
pathogenic contamination, increasing the risk of sepsis to these
vulnerable premature infants, as suggested by several case-reports
in the literature [31e33]. The need for bacterial screening of OMM
before raw administration is controversial but when performed
there is a general consensus to discard or pasteurize contaminated
OMM [26,30]. Several studies demonstrate that HM reduces the
sepsis risk in premature infants with a doseeresponse relationship
[4,6,8]. They also suggest that OMM provision from the first few
days of life plays a major role in this phenomenon [5].

Many studies do not record the type and proportion of HM used:
pasteurized DM, pasteurized OMM or raw OMM. By contrast, DM is
widely pasteurized to ensure safety [15e17]. Pasteurization alters
cellular and some immunological properties of HM but many bioac-
tive components and anti-infectious properties are preserved [34,35],
maintaining health advantages over formula. Therefore, there are
theoretical arguments suggesting that fresh OMM is superior in pro-
tectiveeffectsagainst late-onset sepsis (LOS)versuspasteurizedOMM
but no clinical evidence has been demonstrated. Recently, Cossey
et al.'s RCT reported no significant difference in the rate of LOS be-
tween infants fed raw(22/151;15%)versuspasteurizedOMM(31/152;
20%;P¼0.23) [26]. In this study,bi-weeklybacteriologicalevaluations
wereperformed inorder todiscardorpasteurize contaminatedOMM.
Similarly, Stock et al. did not find significant differences in the rate of
LOS between unpasteurized and raw milk [36].

Therefore, these recent studies failed to demonstrate a signifi-
cant superiority of raw OMM over pasteurized OMM on LOS, sug-
gesting persistent protective effects [26,36]. By contrast, the clinical
superiority of fresh OMM over DM to prevent LOS in preterm in-
fants is still debated, with a recent study suggesting that the pro-
vision of fresh OMM for >50% of the diet reduces the incidence of
LOS in VLBW infants [27].

Recently, there have been concerns about short- and long-term
morbidities associated with postnatally acquired cytomegalovirus
(CMV) infection in very preterm infants. Postnatal CMV infection
related to fresh HM in preterm infants remains generally mild or
asymptomatic, but a serious illness “sepsis-like syndrome” may be
observed in 4% of preterm infants of seropositive mothers [37]. By
contrast, the incidence can reach up to 40% in extremely low birth
weight (ELBW) infants <26 weeks of gestational age [38]. The effect
of postnatal CMV infection on long-term neurodevelopmental
outcomes is unclear. Limited studies suggest that cognitive and
motor function could be affected in contaminated infants compared
with uninfected controls [39,40]. By contrast to the freezing pro-
cess, the use of pasteurized OMM or of DM prevents completely the
risk of postnatal transmission of CMV via breast milk [36].

2.3. Feeding tolerance and donor milk's influence on feeding
practices

The trophic effects of HM are attributed to multiple HM com-
ponents stimulating the maturation of the premature gut [2].
Clinically, it improves feeding tolerance and reduces delay to full
enteral feeding. Available data from older studies support the hy-
pothesis that DM improves feeding tolerance [12,19]. In a recent
study, preterm infants fed exclusive DM-fortified diet required
fewer median days of parenteral nutrition [27 (14e39) days]
compared with those fed preterm formula [36 (28e77) days]
(P ¼ 0.04). However, the time to establish full enteral feeding was
not significantly different [21].

An international survey evaluating differences in feeding prac-
tices found that most NICUs with access to DM started enteral
feeding earlier and advanced more rapidly. Units without access to
DM frequently delayed the introduction of enteral feeds until OMM
was available [41].

2.4. Other long-term benefits

2.4.1. Neurodevelopment
The survival rate for early preterm infants is improving but with

high risk of neurological impairments. More attention is being
focused on the quality of survival through optimal nutrition man-
agement. Several studies suggested that the use of HM compared
with preterm formula during the early weeks of life of VLBW in-
fants was associated with better neurodevelopment outcome with
a dose-dependent relationship despite a slower early growth rate
(breastfeeding paradox) [8,42,43]. These studies suggest that HM



Table 1
Protein, fat, and energy concentrations of ownmother's milk (OMM) and donor milk
(DM).

OMMa (n ¼ 428) DMb (n ¼ 362) P

Protein (g/dL)c 1.52± 0.28 1.42± 0.30 <0.0001
Fat (g/dL) 3.79± 0.73 3.41± 0.53 <0.0001
Energy (g/dL) 67.26± 6.49 63.80± 5.06 <0.0001

Values are expressed as mean± SD.
a Own mother milks 28± 10 days of lactation.
b A proportion of DM is provided by preterm delivery mothers.
c Protein is measured as total nitrogen.
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may have an independent, positive dose-effect on the psychomotor
development of preterm infants. HM via multiple bioactive com-
ponents provides optimal substrates [long-chain polyunsaturated
fatty acids (LC-PUFA), oligosaccharides] for brain development and
protects infants from morbidities associated with early preterm
birth (NEC, infections), considered as risk factors for adverse neuro-
cognitive outcome. However, these studies should be interpreted
with caution due to the presence of many confounding factors and
lack of detailed information about the HM diet (OMM or DM, OMM
completed with DM, pasteurized or unpasteurized OMM). More-
over, no beneficial effect on neurocognitive outcome has been
demonstrated in the only available RCT comparing non-fortified
DM and formula despite higher growth in infants fed preterm
formula [12].

There are several ongoing, blinded randomized trials to inves-
tigate the neurodevelopmental outcomes and other morbidities of
very preterm infants fed DM compared with those fed formula (as
supplement to insufficient OMM or as the sole diet) in the era of
routine fortification [18,44].

2.4.2. Bronchopulmonary dysplasia
A reduction in the incidence of bronchopulmonary dysplasia has

been observed in one RCT [45]. Further studies are needed to
confirm this observation.

2.4.3. Long-term cardiovascular and metabolic diseases
Donor milk in early life may have beneficial effects on cardio-

vascular risk factors measured during adolescence; the significance
of these findings for the development of cardiovascular diseases is
uncertain [12]. A limitation of these findings is that the comparison
was made between preterm formula and unfortified DM. It is
important to consider whether positive effects would persist with
use of fortified DM and early faster growth.

2.4.4. Allergy
The neonatal period is a critical window for immunological

tolerance. HM contains many immune-modulating factors and
could probably play a protective role against the development of
allergy in preterm infants. The only available RCT does not show
protective effects of DM against allergy later in life even when a
protective effect against eczema in preterm infants at high risk of
allergy is reported [12].

2.4.5. Breastfeeding rate of VLBW infants
Having a DM bank feeding practice in the NICU does not reduce

OMM proportion in the infant's diet but significantly decreases the
formula exposure [13,46]. The available evidence does not support
the hypothesis that the introduction of DM has an adverse effect on
breastfeeding rates in VLBW [12,47]. An Italian survey showed that
exclusive breastfeeding at discharge was significantly higher in
NICUs with an HM bank when compared to NICUs without (29.6%
vs 16%, P ¼ 0.007) [48]. In a recent study examining the impact of
DM use in California NICUs, Kantorowska found that the availability
of a donor HM bank in a hospital was associated with a mean in-
crease of 10% in the breastfeeding rate at NICU discharge [14].

3. Concerns and problems of donor milk

3.1. Growth and nutritional composition of donor milk

Preterm infants and especially ELBW (<1000 g) infants are at
risk of cumulative nutritional deficits and postnatal growth re-
striction during the first weeks of life up to the time of discharge or
theoretical term [49,50]. It has been suggested that the neonatal
period corresponds to a critical window when under-nutrition
affects brain development [51]. Preterm infants have higher pro-
tein, energy, minerals and electrolytes requirements than term in-
fants. Exclusive HM, even from OMM, cannot meet nutritional
recommendations for ELBW infants [11,52]. Protein content of
preterm mother's milk is generally higher in the early postnatal
period and decreases during lactation. This problem may be
amplified with banked DM which is most often provided by
mothers of term infants who are in their later stages in lactation.
Therefore, various HM fortifierswere developed to increase protein,
energy, minerals, electrolytes, traces elements, and vitamin sup-
plies [53,54]. Nevertheless, the use of fortified HM failed to obtain
postnatal growth in the range of fetal growth or similar to that
observed in infants fed adapted preterm formulas [24,55]. These
differences could be related to the large variation in the macronu-
trient contents of expressed HM, especially in terms of energy, fat
and protein [56,57]. A recent study performed in our NICU milk
bank showed that protein, fat and energy contents of DHM were
significantly lower than those of OMM (Table 1). Variability of DHM
contents was also high, ranging from 0.9 to 3.2 g/dL for protein,
from1.8 to 5.5 g/dL for fat, and from48 to 85 kcal/dL for energy [56].
Furthermore, out of all DM samples, 63% were <1.5 g/dL of protein
whereas 90% were <4 g/dL of lipids and 81% were <67 kcal/dL en-
ergy, all values frequently considered as reference values for HM
used in the NICU (Fig. 1).

In addition, growth differences between fortified HM and pre-
term formula-fed VLBW infants receiving an apparent similar en-
ergy and protein intake could also be related to a lower
metabolizable protein and energy available for new tissue synthesis
[55,57]. Metabolic balance studies [57,58] showed that nitrogen
absorption as well as nitrogen utilization were lower in preterm
infants fed fortified HM than in those fed preterm formulas. In all,
the mean difference in nitrogen utilization (retention/intake)
accounted for 11.8% and could be related to absorption of the non-
nutritional proteins (lactoferrin, IgA) as well as to non-protein ni-
trogen utilization (urea) in HM. Net absorption of energy as
measured by bomb calorimetry was reported lower (78.3%) in in-
fants fed HM than in those fed formula (88.4%) resulting in a higher
fecal energy loss [57,58]. This difference could be partially due to
the use of pasteurized HM [59]. Pasteurization leads to inactivation
of the bile salt-stimulated lipase of HM as well as possible changes
in the milk fat globule structure [59].

Moreover, incomplete milk expression, manipulations of HM
during expression, storage, transport, and processing are all addi-
tional factors influencing the high variability of expressed HM
composition, especially reducing the fat content. In a recent pro-
spective trial evaluating HM cream supplement on growth, 85% of
the preterm infants fed DHM required the extra cream supplement
because of energy density <20 kcal/oz (70 kcal/dL) [60]. In addition,
VLBW premature infants are frequently continuously fed by gastric
tube, inducing fat adherence to tubing and a substantial loss of
phosphorus, calcium, and other nutrients bound to fat [61]. Fat lost
may account for up to 25e34% and has been reported both in OMM
and DM with or without fortification.
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Figure 1. Variability of protein (A), fat (B), and energy (C) contents of donor milk (DM)
(n ¼ 362).
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Standard fortification, adding a fixed amount of fortifier as
recommended by the manufacturer, is the most widely used
method to fortify HM. This method was not associated with a
reduction in the variability of the HM macronutrient contents and
often failed to meet the adequate nutritional supply for preterm
infants [56]. Considering that true energy and protein contents are
unpredictable and differ significantly from that calculated using a
fixed composition for OMM or banked DM, new modes of fortifi-
cation have been suggested.

In case of insufficient growth, some authors propose to increase
fortifier strength or arbitrarily add extra protein, glucose or fat. We
recently performed an RCT using a new, isocaloric HMF with a
higher protein:energy ratio during a 21 d study interval in clinically
stable preterm infants (n ¼ 153). Infants in the intervention group
had a significantly higher weight gain compared with the control
HMF group. The adjusted beneficial effect amounted to 2.28 g/d (CI:
0.38e4.18; P ¼ 0.010) compared with 1.18 g/kg*d (CI: 0.14e2.21)
(P ¼ 0.013) [62]. However, such an increase in protein fortification
does not compensate for the variability of native HM composition
and the risk of energy deficiency as well as protein overload with its
potential long-term adverse effects [56]. Hair et al. provided an
exclusive HM diet (OMM±DM) with the use of a donor milk-
derived fortifier (Prolacta®, Prolacta Bioscience, Inc., Los Angeles,
CA, USA). Protein and energy intakes ranged from 130 kcal/kg/day
with 3.6 g/kg/day of protein up to 150 kcal/kg/day and 5.25 g pro-
tein/kg/day when growth was <15 g/kg/day. The authors reported a
high meanweight gain of 24.8 g/kg/day, exceeding targeted growth
standards. In this study, HM compositionwas based on a fixed value.
According to the variability of OMM and DM composition, over-
feeding and protein/energy imbalance could be present and inap-
propriate to achieve a normal body composition [63].

Two new fortification strategies (adjustable and individualized
fortification) were suggested to improve nutritional intakes and
growth in preterm infants. Arslanoglu et al. adjusted the fortifier
supply according to the values of blood urea nitrogen (BUN),
considered as a marker of metabolic response for protein adequacy
in preterm infants [64]. This BUN method, which was developed to
avoid inadequate and excessive protein intake, is easy to apply and
does not require daily milk analysis. However, it has been shown
that BUN is not correlated to protein intakes during the first weeks
of life but reflects the renal immaturity of preterm infants [65].
Therefore, the use of BUN as a threshold did not allow the provision
of adequate nutrition and growth during the early weeks of life.
Thus in the study of Arslanoglu, protein intake increased progres-
sively from 2.9 to 3.4 g/kg*d during the three weeks of study (in
mean from 2.5 to 5.5 weeks of life) leading to a cumulative protein
deficit of around 7 g/kg during the study period.

Individualized fortification analyzes HM composition and pro-
vides fortification to achieve target recommended intakes related
to postconceptional age. Polberger et al. have proposed analyzing,
once or twice a week, the macronutrient content of 24 h OMM
collections so as to adapt the fortification in the range of nutritional
needs [66]. In 2007, we suggested that daily individualized HM
fortification could provide nutritional supplies in the range of the
nutritional recommendations and improve growth in VLBW in-
fants. Infrared protein and fat determinations are performed daily
for OMM and DM in our NICU milk bank. Fat content is first
adjusted to 4 g/dL using a medium chain triglyceride solution,
whereas protein intake is adjusted to provide 4.2 g/kg*d according
to the daily volume order. This procedure of fortification was
routinely introduced for feeding micropremies in our NICU,
improving the mean weight gain up to 19e20 g/kg*d [67].

It has alsobeen shown that targeted fortificationofHMbasedona
daily measurement of macronutrient contents reduces the HM
nutritional variability, provides nutritional intakes in the range of
recent nutritional recommendations, and leads to adequate indi-
vidual growth [56,68]. Although individualized fortification is time
consuming, expensive and requires additional equipment and well-
trained staff, the use of infrared technology to determine macronu-
trient composition of HM is likely to expand its availability in the
NICUs and milk bank. Infrared analyzers could have practical appli-
cations in HM banks for DM composition to select specific HM pools
with higher protein and/or energy content and allowing optimized
fortification. Commercial infrared milk analyzers, originally devel-
oped for use in the dairy industry, are available but need to be vali-
dated before utilization for clinical HM analysis. Indeed there are
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some differences in matrix composition between human and cow
milk (oligosaccharides, fatty acid profiles, etc.) and these could
interfere with the accuracy and precision of the results. Ideally, an
independent calibration algorithm resulting from chemical analysis
comparison should be generated for each infrared analyzer [69].

The currently available multicomponent fortifiers are not
adequately designed for their use in VLBW infants. They are
generally designed to obtain an energy content of 80 kcal/dL and a
protein content around 3.1e3.5 g/100 kcal to mimic the nutritional
recommendations mainly designed for preterm formula [11]. Due
to the relative protein and fat deficit of expressed HM provided by
HM banks to the NICU, as well as the difference in protein and
energy bioavailability of fortified HM compared to preterm for-
mula, VLBW infants fed fortified HM failed to reach an optimal
growth and required extra protein and a lipid supplement. In
Europe, fat supplementation is generally provided as a medium
chain triglyceride emulsion. However, the fatty acid profile of the
fortified HM remains inadequate for preterm infants, especially in
terms of LC-PUFA content. An HM-derived cream supplement is
now available in the USA, providing 2.57 kcal/mL, mainly as HM fat
[60]. The use of an exclusive HM fortifier is attractive as suggested
by recent studies [21,24,60] but these pasteurized DM-based liquid
fortifiers replace a large proportion of OMM, potentially more
beneficial for VLBW infants. In addition, exclusive HM fortifier use
is very expensive and only available in USA.

Therefore, newer fortifiers providing high protein and energy
intakes with balanced fatty acid and LC-PUFA content, need to be
developed to improve the nutritional supply with minimal side
effects for the preterm infants. From our recent data, we suggested
that an intake of 140 kcal/g*d of energy and 4.2 g/kg*d of protein are
necessary to ensure adequate growth [56,60]. These values are
slightly higher than those recently recommended by the ESPGHAN
[11] or expert committee (WRND) [70]. These recommendations are
more related to preterm infants fed formula than to those fed for-
tified HM, and recent studies suggest that specific recommenda-
tions for the use of HM are necessary. These new recommendations
need to consider the lower metabolizable energy and protein con-
tent of the fortified HM, the effect of pasteurization and the addi-
tional nutritional losses suggested during continuous feeding [61].

3.2. Safety

A first challenge of DM is to provide a safe feeding regimen to
VLBW infants. For this reason, DM milk should be obtained from
established HM banks that follow specific guidelines [15e17]. Do-
nors should be screened by lifestyle questionnaire (alcohol, nico-
tine, drugs, etc.) and tested serologically for human
immunodeficiency virus, hepatitis B and C, syphilis and human T-
lymphotropic virus in some countries, in a similar way as for blood
donation. DM samples should be checked microbiologically before
and after processing. As a safeguard against the transmission of
virus and pathogens, the DMmust be pasteurized. Currently, Holder
pasteurization (process at 62.5�C for 30min) inactivatesmost of the
viral and bacterial contaminants, is highly effective at minimizing
the risk of disease transmission via HM and is recommended by the
guidelines of most HM banks [36]. However, HM banks in Norway
and Japan have a long tradition of using raw milk, preserving all its
bioactive properties but requiring a strict control and screening of
donors, especially for CMV infection and bacteria [31,71].

3.3. Effects of the pasteurization process

Indeed pasteurization and, to a lesser extent, storage and pro-
cessing, result in the loss of some biological and nutritional prop-
erties of HM. Holder pasteurization destroys the beneficial
microbiota, living white blood cells, IgM and lipase activity, de-
creases the concentration and activity of immunoglobulins IgA, IgG,
lactoferrin, lysozyme, some cytokines [interleukin (IL)-10, IL-1b,
tumor necrosis factor-a], some growth factors [insulin-like growth
factor 1 (IGF1), IGF2, insulin and adiponectin] and vitamins (C and
folate) [12,34]. Other nutritional and biological components, such
as oligosaccharides, long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids, lactose,
vitamin A, D, E, B2, some cytokines (IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-12, IL-13) and
growth factors (epidermal growth factor and transforming growth
factor-b1) are preserved. Therefore pasteurized HM, despite partial
destruction of immune components, maintains some bactericidal
activity, albeit significantly reduced compared with raw milk [35].
This in-vitro finding might suggest that preterm infants fed
pasteurized HM may be more susceptible to clinical bacterial in-
fections and other morbidities than those fed raw milk. However,
recent studies did not confirm this hypothesis [26,36].

3.4. Costs

Expense is the most widely reported reason for not providing
DM [72]. In 2013 in USA, the average cost of providing DM to pre-
term infants ranged from $27 to $590 for infants who received no
OMM [73]. However, provision of DM to preterm vulnerable infants
translates to substantial cost-saving in the NICU due to reduction in
NEC and other potential long-term morbidities [6,72,74]. It is less
clear whether an exclusive HM diet, including HM-derived fortifier
rather than bovine-derived, is similarly cost-effective. The balance
of short- and long-term costs and savings needs to be estimated
through economic evaluation [18]

4. Criteria for donor milk use

Trends of increasing use of donor HM banks in NICU are
increasing: 59% of respondents from level 3 and 4 NICUs in the USA
are providing DM in the survey by Hagadorn et al. [72]. The criteria
used to initiate DM varied but included: insufficient OMM supply or
as a temporary substitute for formula feeding in high-risk preterm
infants <1500 g (ranging from 1000 to 1800 g) and/or 32 weeks
(ranging from 28 to 34 weeks) or severe intrauterine growth re-
striction, feeding after proven NEC and post gastrointestinal sur-
gery and, sometimes, in cases of congenital heart disease with
potential low gut perfusion. DM is generally discontinued after
33e34 weeks when mothers do not intend to continue breast-
feeding. Most units using DM had specified guidelines (79%) for use
and required signed parental consent (86%) [44,72].

5. Future research and development

Longer clinical impacts of pasteurized DM feeding of preterm
infants need to be established. Several ongoing randomized trials in
VLBW infants may answer important questions [18,44]. These
studies are investigating the cognitive outcomes of very preterm
infants fed DM compared to those fed formula (as supplement to
OMM or as the sole diet) in the era of current clinical NICU practice,
especially fortification. More than 1100 newborns will be included
in the three studies combined, allowing secondary investigation of
outcomes of other neonatal morbidities (mortality, NEC, LOS,
chronic lung disease, retinopathy) and growth associated with DM.
Further large controlled, masked and randomized studies are
required to determine the NEC rates when HM is supplemented
with HM fortifier compared to HM supplemented with bovine-
derived fortifier but lacking formula.

Future research should also focus on development of alternative
methods to process HM, preserving its nutritional and bioactive
properties while inactivating potential pathogens with a high level
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of safety. New pasteurization methods, including ultraviolet irra-
diation, ultrasonication and high-short-time pasteurization are
under investigation [34].
6. Conclusion

Preterm infants are a vulnerable population and nutrition is a
major element of care which may contribute to improved growth,
and short- and long-term outcomes including neurodevelopment.
Fortified OMM is the optimal way to feed VLBW infants. However,
when OMM is unavailable or in short supply, fortified human DM
bank is recommended as an alternative [1,11,12]. DM offers signif-
icant health benefits over formula, especially a reduction in NEC
and an improvement in feeding tolerance. Growth may be lower
with the use of DM because of its lower nutrient content but an
adequate, individualized fortification plan can resolve this problem
and achieve appropriate growth. Pasteurization of DM is usually
recommended to ensure safety from infectious agents. Pasteuri-
zation and additional processing result in a loss of some nutrients
and immune functions; however, many bioactive components,
absent in formula, remain. Future research should focus on inno-
vative solutions to process HM while preserving its nutritional and
bioactive properties with a high level of safety.

In addition to DM availability, considered as one of many stra-
tegies to achieve better nutritional outcomes, increased efforts are
needed to improve the provision of OMM to preterm infants in the
NICU and at discharge, and to evaluate the impact of these com-
bined efforts to reduce the rate of health morbidities in fragile
preterm infants. HM banks may also play an important role in
promotion of lactation.
Practice points

� Despite pasteurization, DM maintains documented ad-

vantages compared to formula.

� Nutrient content of DM is generally less than that of pre-

term OMM. That difference needs to be compensated

with fortification.

� Early HM fortification (�50 mL/kg*d) for both DM and

OMM is necessary to reduce protein and energy cumu-

lative deficits and postnatal growth restriction during the

early weeks of life in VLBW infants.

� Individualized fortification reduces the HM nutritional

variability, provides nutritional intakes in the range of

recommendations, and leads to adequate growth.

� Guidelines for the use of DM have been well established

by HM bank organizations. By contrast, guidelines for the

use of OMM in the NICU are lacking.

� Due to the variability of HM composition, and the differ-

ences in nutrient bioavailability between HM and preterm

formulas, specific nutritional recommendations for VLBW

infants fed OMM and/or DM need to be designed by sci-

entific expert committees.

� Further research is needed to evaluate the clinical impacts

of OMM pasteurization as well as the potential advan-

tages of the use of OMM versus DM in VLBW infants. In

addition, further studies are needed to determine, in

VLBW infants, the effects on morbidities of HM supple-

mentation with donor HM fortifiers versus specific

bovine-derived fortifiers with the exclusion of preterm

formula use.
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